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The Volkswagen Caddy is the leading wheelchair accessible vehicle 
in its class.

The Advance Caddy Maxi wheelchair access conversion is 
renowned for its flexibility. It can be configured as either a five 
passenger + one wheelchair or a seven passenger lay out. 
Alternatively you could also decide to remove the rear passenger 
seats and have the wheelchair occupant directly behind the front 
seats. With the low gradient Advance Maxiview ramp as well as the 
option of a powered winch/restraint system loading a wheelchair 
is effortless. Advance continually strive to make the travelling 
experience enjoyable for both occupants and carers. The all new 
Advance Coil Assist technology is ground breaking in ensuring that 
even smoother rides can be achieved and that factory suspension 
geometry is retained. The Caddy Maxi life makes for a sporty 
experience with its punchy turbo diesel engine giving extraordinary 
fuel economy without sacrificing power and torque.  The Advance 
conversion boasts the largest interior dimensions in the industry. The 
quality of workmanship and materials used in these vehicles means 
you receive a finish that compliments the original factory interior.

Feel Free to contact us to arrange a demo to see firsthand the 
excellence displayed in an Advance conversion.

The VW Multivan is well known for its vast roominess. When converted by Advance for wheelchair access it makes the perfect 
vehicle for a growing family, or someone who is inclined to tour Australia. Offering economy results similar to that of a car, this 
vehicle is an excellent option for those that desire space and lots of it! Advance has put a lot of effort into developing this model, 
ensuring the conversion is inconspicuous. As well as being able to be converted for low floor rear wheelchair access this vehicle 
can be fitted with side access cassette lifts, rear entry lift up hoists, air bag 
suspension and so much more. In the hands of Advance the Transporter/Multivan 
becomes a very versatile vehicle.

Feel Free to contact us to arrange a demo to see firsthand the excellence displayed 
in an Advance conversion.
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Advance are busy at the forefront of vehicle conversion design & finish for the disabled. Our 
conversions are continually evolving as new makes and models of vehicles are released. Call us today 
and book in a demonstration, we are always keen to show our wares and fullfil your every need.

We hope you have found our current product brochure informative and would be keen to hear
of any suggestions or feedback that will assist us further. Please be free to contact us at: 
sales@advancemobility.com.au
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KANGOO
The Renault Kangoo with its groovy appearance makes 
for an excellent compact wheelchair accessible 
vehicle, presenting excellent value for money. With the 
ability to have customized seating options including up 
to four passengers + one wheelchair this vehicle is 
ideal for small families or senior citizens with its 
excellent all round visibility for suburbia driving and 
parking. The ride quality of the Renault Kangoo is 
outstanding and is further complimented by the 
Advance Coil assist technology making for an overall 
unbeatable driving experience. The Advance Renault 
Kangoo offers the largest internal dimensions in the 
industry. A wide range of restraints are available for 
this vehicle to best suit your need.

KANGOO
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Advance recently supplied vehicles and participated in a series of ride quality trials 
conducted by Latrobe University.

This was conducted with an Autoliv crash test dummy in a wheelchair. There was a 
vast amount of data captured which will prove invaluable in the development and 
further refinement of wheelchair occupant travel and comfort levels.

RIDE QUALITY TRIALS
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Advance have a number of roof mounted hoist  options 
when carrying a manual wheelchair. We can provide 
unparalleled experience in roofrack fitments and the 
installation of roof hoists.
Ask us if your wheelchair/vehicle combination can be 
achieved.

Advance supply and fit manual & powered 
turning seats to a number of selected vehicles to 
aid in the transfer of disabled and wheelchair 
occupants. Contact us to see if your selected 
choice of vehicle is appropriate.

Exclusively distributed in Australia by Advance Mobility, this 
unique restraint device is unmatched in its quality & function. 
A winch and a restraint combined, this unit takes the downtime 
and hassle out of wheelchair occupant loading and is 
unsurpassed in its quality and operation. Advance also 
distribute a range of other leading restraint options.
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Advance also supply upon request side mounted 
underfloor cassette hoists. An excellent option 
for preserving internal room in many mid size 
vehicles.
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